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THIS PAST MONTH if you were

Price. In most cities sellers are getting what they

with lots of family you had the opportunity to

are asking for and then some. Everyone I speak

witness a hunger games like ritual we call “The

to about the market asks “When is it going to

Easter egg hunt”. We hide lots of colorful eggs,

end?” At this point I don’t have an answer nor do

prizes and usually there is a golden egg with

the experts who are much more educated than

some money in it. All of the kids line up behind

I am. I can’t see what’s in my blind spot, I don’t

the adults until they are given the word “GO”.

know what can stop the market. CNBC recently

What occurs after that is a melee of running,

did a report on common phrases that are being

bodies falling, and the inevitable crying. Much

Googled right now. Amount of searches for the

like the inventory insanity we have going on
right now for buyers. Buyers are agreeing to

phrase “When will the housing market crash?”

pay over appraised value, sending offers with

hot?”, up 50%. Searches for the phrase “How

letters that include pictures of their family, people

much over asking price should I offer” are up

are even standing in line 20 families deep just to

350%. As to the question “When is the insanity

get in to view a home etc. Still no relief in sight.

going to end?”, try Googling it.

have gone up 2,450%. “Why is the market so

We have a few builder projects online but it is
still not enough to satisfy the
demand. The chart on the right
shows many numbers, but the
ones you should pay particularly
close attention to is the Median
List Price and the Median Close
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